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Name

  Articia Bomer

Physical Address

 

7501 Forrer St
Detroit, Michigan 48228
United States
Map It

Mailing Address

 

7501 Forrer St
Detroit, Michigan Detroit
United States
Map It

Email Address

  bomer4michairgop@gmail.com

Candidate Website Address

  https://www.bomer4michairgop.website3.me

Contact Telephone number

  (313) 739-7174

What are your top three priorities if elected?

 

1. Meet and Greet with all Precinct Delegates all across Michigan's one county at a time appointing candidates to work with the
Party.
2. Set up membership drives in every county non stop building up fundraising trust.
3. Win Win Win no matter what.

What do you see as the most critical issues affecting the party and how to you plan on addressing them?

  The party Leaders are not answering their phone calls therefore causing a lack of communication.

How can we as citizens, patriots, delegates suppose to offer ideas to the party that could ultimately be life changing for our
party?

Right now, our own Chair and Co Chairperson never answer the phone and never return my calls as well as others who have
tried to reach out to them.

We need leadership who will help bring in new leadership.

Our Co-Chair has been a conflict of interest during her entire time in that chair.

No-one voted in mass amounts for any of our candidates other than for a few.

We heard about what the department of elections has done to myself and many other candidates and that is illegally
removed/disqualified us from the ballot be fore we ever had a chance.

Not one Chairperson answered their phone to help their candidates out with legal help and or consultation of what to do next.

Election fraud is thick in the City of Detroit alone not to mention all around Michigan and the entire universe.

http://maps.google.com/maps?q=7501+Forrer+St+Detroit%2C+Michigan+48228+United+States
http://maps.google.com/maps?q=7501+Forrer+St+Detroit%2C+Michigan+Detroit+United+States
mailto:bomer4michairgop@gmail.com
https://www.bomer4michairgop.website3.me/
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Many times I asked the MIGOP for information to get funding to open up a Republican Club at my own office in Detroit but no
response.

No one answered their phones.

How can we expect to win the votes from minorities when we don't even give them any inclusion.

I will be a Chairpersons who really care about our party about its members, it's delegates and most importantly, a chairperson
who cares about our candidates.

We need someone with a pure heart love rather than greed.

We need someone who will fight for our rights both near and far.

What makes you the best candidate for the job and sets you apart from your competitors?

  Right now, Democrats are cheating in a more sinister way.

They are brainwashing all of their voters to think and feel that the Republican Party is nothing but a bunch of racist individuals
who care nothing about Black people.

In order to change that stigma, debunk those myths, our Party should consider a person or persons of color to bring in new
ideas, new cultural members and events to Michigan.

Let's give new hope to minorities.

Let's show Democrats that Republicans don't just say "All lives Matter" they actually show and prove this by electing, hiring,
supporting and training of all members and not judge them for the color of their skin, but by the contents of their character.

I"m not perfect, but I am worth it.

I am a precinct delegate in the City of Detroit for the County of Wayne and a proud black mom of 8 adult children and 2 minor
children.

I am a mom of 10 children in total.

My two younger children have traveled all across the globe with mom to champion, rally, protest to support Trump and other
Republican candidates vying for a shot in office.

I will be a chairperson who will get more children involved.

We need more children and young adult committees to help organize, fundraise for our candidates.

Children can make a world of difference when it comes to our future rallies and protest on pro-life.

We must show Democrats through demonstration that our children matters and I can do just that.

Living in and being born and raised in the city of Detroit gives me an edge over other candidates.

Detroiters are often left out or put on the back burner for some other time.

The time is now.

I can be that leader who will have Democrats having a change of heart.
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I know how to reach people.

I can engage any crowd.

I have a background in marketing, advertising, consulting, organizing, etc.

All of the ingredients and qualities it takes to be the best Chairperson, Articia Bomer has those characteristics.

I am a person who answers their phone.

I am currently the President over the PTA at my daughter's school.

I am very much involved at the local levels which can assure Republicans more Teachers, parents and students will sign up to
become a member of our party.

I plan on using my entire term in office promoting the Republican Party throughout Detroit, Flint, Pontiac, Inkster, Romulus and
all places that lack attention from our party.

I will Unite For Michigan while in that Chair.

I will take the MIGOP on the road.

I will always listen to the grassroots and answer my phone.

What do you think is the biggest challenge facing our state today?

 

Our biggest problem is that we have an outdated party that needs a reboot a recharge with new faces, an array of different
cultural candidates to show our party's respect for the inclusion of diversity.

We don't have any new ideas coming in to the party.

We don't have enough outreach going on that can help reach voters who are looking for new hope, a new lifeline.

We don't have enough membership drives across Michigan to gather new votes.

We don't have enough entertainment, enough fundraising, enough door knockers to bring in a red wave.

I come from a city where they do not vote smart.

My city of Detroit will vote for a person just because they are black.

That's not right at all.

That needs to change.

We need the Republican Party to show every voter that we don't just pick any candidates and we do not discriminate against any
either.

We will show people all across Michigan that our party helps everyone no matter their race.

Do you accept donations from lobbyists or special interest groups? If so, why?

  I am willing to accept funding from donors with good intentions for our party and not bad intentions.

What’s your viewpoint on current Michigan government spending? How does this affect the MIGOP challenges?
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We have 3 people in office right now running our state.

Whitmer, Benson and Nessel.

The spending here in Michigan is outrageous.

The price gouging has become criminal.

Every time Republicans have challenged wrong doings here in Michigan, most of the times have not been successful.

Her's a few reasons why....

1. Our party fights for Pro-life but they never fight for their own candidates who are alive and well and trying to continue the fight
for life.
2. Our party is not united and without unity we will always lose.
3. Our party claims not to be racist but is only showing improvement for a few black and brown candidates and not all.
4. Our party claims to be open to new ideas but when you get ready to pith them, nobody answers their phone.
5. Our party lack communication skills.
6. Money is being raised but not equally distributed to our candidates in a timely manner.

If we do not change how we will proceed from 2022 then we will not ever win in our elections again.

Please share your interpretation of election integrity as it relates to election fraud and/or a “Stolen” election in 2016 & 2020.

 

In my opinion, Election Integrity is just two words that people who cheat in elections don't want to hear.

The people who are committing fraud will continue unless we bring to them conviction within and never give up on fighting for
those two words....Election Integrity.

However, we as Republicans, do not have to include 'Election Integrity" as part as our public profile platform.

If we do not mention election integrity and list all of our other valuable platforms then maybe we can reach others who don't
believe that election fraud ever happened but is still looking to vote for someone new.

The media is already brainwashing voters that "Fraud never happened" calling Republicans, sore losers and that is not the case.

We have to fight Election fraud outside of our Platform I order to reach the non believers.

We have to use the same tactics as the Democrats do when they go in throwing bogus proposals together all at the last minute.

Republicans never saw this coming.. Why? Republicans was too busy using Election Integrity as their only platform when we
should have been making our own proposals that would overthrow the Democrats flow of cheating.

Republicans should meet up in private, speak in silence amongst each other never letting the left know what the right is going to
do or is up to.

What steps would you take to improve relations between “Grassroots” and “Establishment” Republicans?

  Grassroots are established Republicans, However, some roots grow in another direction and end up becoming the term
"Establishment"

The steps I would take to improve and establish a relationship between Grassroots and the Establishment will be to set an
example of what a god chairperson and leader looks like.

I am a grassroots who knows that it takes time to get established. Once established, we cannot forget about our future
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grassroots class.

We must not become so consumed with helping just our own and not serving our fresh start New leaf candidates.

We must not promise the delegates to vote for us and not live up to our promises that we make while obtaining their trust and
votes.

Every two years, I think that we can implement our very own annual "Flip a coin for Chair-ity Fundraiser Event so that
established/incumbent candidates can flip a coin with a grassroots candidate for various chairs that will be vacant or termed out.

Let's give all of our good candidates strong candidates an equal share of those chairs.

This would be an annual event that can be hosted and televised on national television giving our party the exposure to all of the
love our candidates our party have to give.

It will show unity with a twist in our party.

Right now we have two sets of Republicans.

American First Republicans and RINOS.

Grassroots Republicans and the Establishment RINOS

What can we do to change this around?

We stop judging the grassroots for not being "qualified" or "experienced" for office.

Take time out to listen to our ideas, our point of view.

If our party lack inclusion of the minority and or impoverished communities.....start including them.

If our party lacks humility......start being more humble.

If our party lacks forgiveness towards our party members and others who have wronged us, cheated in our elections, slandered
or smeared us in anyway.......start forgiving them all starting within ourselves.

If our party lack engagements with voters who don't normally vote Republicans, then why not elect a chairperson who will do just
that....Get out and Engage!

Here's some facts....

If republicans already agree to vote straight ticket and Democrats as well with a little help of fraud for the Dems, then how about
electing a person who was born and raised in a majority Democrat voting city, the largest city in Michigan (Detroit) and County of
Wayne where voter fraud continue to occur, why not consider a person who lives amongst the thieves and the brainwashed
voters of Detroit who can sway all nationalities all religious persons to vote Republican candidates they know who can help save
Michigan making Michigan the Pilot State that led to freedom for all races.

That Leader is Me... Articia Bomer, a black disabled business woman with 10 children who was forced to become an
Administrator and a Legislator all at once at an early age.

Being a mom of 10, caused m to be a negotiator and mediator in my household.

Everything had to be in order.
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order of business was as follows;

1. You wake up.
2. You pray.
3. Wash your face and brush your teeth.
4. You shower.
5. You get dressed.
6. You gather everything that is going to school with you. Coat/Back pack/Etc
7. You wash your hands.
8. You eat.
9. Go over what not to do in school. Fighting/Talking excessively/cheating/etc.
10. Encourage them to do good in school.

I feel that I have an advantage in this race by having and displaying organizational skills that will be needed and necessary to
win win win in 2023 and beyond.

I am confident that the establishment will learn to grow and love us grassroots and really help us grow into good people like them
or at least the ones who tried to be good to all.

How would you address the current debt of MIGOP? Please describe your fundraising plan, plan to structure MIGOP finances
and overall financial goals.

  I would probably not address it at all.

This is something that would be out of my control just stepping in and actually doing my job.

I wouldn't worry about old business when so much new business will be on the table.

We will not continue to relive hurtful and painful situations at any time at all. during my term.

Instead, we will be in Survival mode because We Will Survive!

We will work with all county chairs and seek their advice and ideas to help create a better motherboard of all Michigan
Republicans.

We will show aggressive but with humility, leadership that Democrats and all other party affiliates will want to learn more about.

All it takes is that one Republican to stand out in that chair and I guarantee you all, the MIGOP will become a magnet and will
attract all new members all at once.

I would implement, along with the help of the precinct delegates a plan to form a board who are considered "Specialized Political
Surgeons" when it comes down to fundraising.

Let's create a committee just for them. Let's show them just how much we appreciate their "Fundraising Abilities"!

I am fully aware of my opponents.

I believe in all of them.

Each one brings a unique flavor of new ideas to the party.

We need all of it.

We still must narrow down to the person who can actually wing it.
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I'm not talking about a person who can pull off the most votes as win previous elections, or Incumbents stepping down from
office to run for chair all because they won before.

We need a person like me who is an inventor, a creator of life, a prayer warrior (because we will need all the prayer we can get),
a mother who can convince other women to choose life for their child, a truth seeker, an American first precinct delegate and a
person who can and will make a difference for the entire City of Detroit, in the State of Michigan and in America al from one
chair.....MIGOP Chair or in the alternative Co- Chair.

Are there areas where you disagree with your party’s platform?

 

Yes.

Our party sometimes focus on all the wrong things casing us to be on the defense in every little thing that we hear and see.

Sometimes, other party platforms make sense to people who really do not believe that election fraud existed.

Our platform is flawed with a lot of Democrats questioning do we even have a platform at all?

We continue to drive away all other parties from even joining our party or voting for Republican candidates because some of the
voters still feel that Republicans are a bunch of rich people who don't care about anything or anyone else but them and their rich
friends.

Whose going to roll with Republicans if we do not have someone in our party being a true caring and considerate christian and
not letting their light show?

We can not teach a blind man to walk alone with a stick if we do not first hold him up and position him in standing!

We can not say we accept all people but only have a handful of minorities to show for?

We as a party need to stop allowing our beliefs to bully another person's beliefs.

Put aside your difference everyone, We need a new Face for the Race!

We need a person who can win Michigan starting my hometown, Detroit.

What is your experience in politics?

  I have been a Mascot/Cheerleader for the Republican Party for the past 6 years.

Outside of attending so many rallies, protest and events to name all across the globe, I have a lot of completed Q&A's online that
I have completed over the past 6 years showing my growth and abilities to engage with any crowd with voters from all crosses of
life.

My experience shows my dedication and loyalty to my party.

It shows that I am a Lone Ranger Republican who will go into the Lion's Den to help my Republican family at all cost.

I showed this earlier this year by accepting a challenge by "Trucker Randy" who asked me to do the Republicans a favor by
going after Whitmer under her own party.

This challenge was not to demonstrate that I was a disloyal candidate, it showed courage that all though I am a Republican, I am
also willing to take risk to scare Whitmer and to make her spend her money.

It was nothing that I did wrong towards the party.

I helped the party by weakening Whitmer's platform and giving her a run for her money and all it took was a few short weeks to
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get her shaken up.

Thank's Trucker Randy for helping me add this part of history to my creative political resume.

I very first run was in 2017 for Mayor of Detroit.

I did well for my first time ever run and without a bit of name recognition.

I went on to run for the following:

State House Representative (R) I came in second place

13th Congressional District US Representative (R) I was illegally disqualified from the ballot and nominated by the US Taxpayer's
Party and selected for ballot access.

Mayor of Detroit 2021 and was illegally disqualified from the ballot.

Governor Of Michigan (R) 2022 I stepped down to pursue my run for congress. Rashida Tlaib abandoned the !3th District and
someone had to show love and besides, the Governor's race was becoming a circus and I wasn't ready to be its "Ring" leader.

!3th Congressional District (R) 2022 I was illegally removed from the ballot due to election fraud.

I have supported various house bills in Michigan and have testified before several committees and boards.

I am not afraid to speak out in public.

I am will to travel near and far to get out the message.

I will be honest and fair for all.

Now, I am in a position to display my culture and creativity to my state as MIGOP Chair or in the alternative, Co Chair.

How do you feel about bipartisanship and compromise?

 

Bipartisanship is the only real way to get the ball rolling.

We have to find something or a lot of things that both Democrats and Republicans can agree on with ripping away our own
values and morals.

How can we as republicans say that we are against being Pro Choice but are quick to say We will fight for Vaccine Choice and
rights for all?

Those are choices people.

Let's stop getting ourselves caught up in those two words and make Democrats be more transparent on their true intentions with
those two words.

Let's explore what Democrats mean by Pro Choice ....and it aint for reproductive freedom...It's for Abortions only!

Even Republicans should be agreeing that it is our body and it is our choice ....just no abortions in our state.

We have to start rewording our language to reflect more love more care more consideration to others but without remaining firm
on our beliefs.
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Please define the role/duties of the individual delegate as you see it and what your primary focus will be to help them
succeed in their duties.

 

Each Delegate have a specific role....and that is to invite, encourage, recruit new voters daily.

We should be signing voters up each day with information on how they can vote when they can vote and why they should vote.

Delegates have super powers in elections.

They can either sway votes or take any votes.

It's best to meet all delegates both afar and in your own communities to discuss resolutions that can put us all ahead in 2023 and
by bringing new voters from other party affiliations to join forces with the Republican party.

Are you willing to submit to a background check?

  Yes

Are you willing to submit to a drug test?

  Yes

Do you have a criminal record? If so, please explain.

 

Yes.

I have a wrongful charge of carrying a concealed weapon (Gun) inside my vehicle.

The very same thing that Republicans fight for each day of their life, The right to bare arms was stripped away from me 0ver 13
years ago.

Yes I could have easily cleared my record after 10 years but I chose to leave it there for the world to see just how
unconstitutional of a world that we live in.

Where a mom of 10 children is wrongly convicted of a crime that was not committed, and that I had no intention of committing
any crimes.

I am not ashamed of my past. I am ashamed for our future and how it is going as of today.

The Project Clean Slate of Detroit has my case now and will have my record cleared in early January 2023.

There will be nothing else left to report.

Have you, a spouse/former spouse or a business you are affiliated with ever filed for bankruptcy? If so, please explain.

 
No.

I have never filed for bankruptcy.

Please provide a statement of faith.

  Dear God,
I believe that a change is coming in Michigan.
A change for the worse.
I believe that I can turn that worse into a win win for all Michiganders looking for hope in the near future.
Please touch the hearts of all Delegates in Michigan to consider giving me a chance and opportunity to bring new hope to the
chair and use it for its intended purposes.
Dear God, please help us all unite together in the MIGOP so that we can finally resolve our underlining issues which deals with
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our own selves.
Allow me to be a beacon of light to all, even the ones who may not accept me at all.
Dear God, you know my needs and the needs of others.
You gave me the gift to help people and that helping people is my passion.
Not only will this position help me to help others but as well to help myself and my family.
I ask that you find favoritism from delegates all across Michigan to help my cause to bring inclusion of minorities to Michigan and
our Party chairs.
If we are all equal in your eyes, then help to open the eyes of others in believing that we should be all equal and fair in our
selection of candidates.
It's time God for me to accept your help to help others.Whatever the outcome, I thank you anyways and will continue to fight for
my country starting here in Michigan.
In Jesus Christ name I pray....Amen!

Please provide a complete resume.

  ARTICIA-BOMER.pdf

Please provide credentials supporting all items listed on your resume such as transcripts, certificates, licensing, etc.

  ARTICIA-BOMER1.pdf

Signature

 

Date

  12/07/2022

https://uniteformichigan.com/index.php?gf-download=2022%2F12%2FARTICIA-BOMER.pdf&form-id=13&field-id=32&hash=42102255ca94d3f164af57e36fc235cd69f16b65cda5d62a179407a794d5d1c5
https://uniteformichigan.com/index.php?gf-download=2022%2F12%2FARTICIA-BOMER1.pdf&form-id=13&field-id=33&hash=6e6c573f10af2ec325c68a569fa31bb76bb7eedd3678778bd39c17e85eadfc7d
https://uniteformichigan.com/index.php?gf-signature=63a5c8b83dad37.01985739&form-id=13&field-id=34&hash=7c90004a67063aba1b92b0fa364d4728cb36ca74bef5317f4c3b093495d5d5c9

